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Issue 03.06 | June 2021
Welcome to the June edition of Newsline,

Burton Joyce & District U3A Newsline

Our editor, Colin Simm, took his family
away in the caravan for a few weeks
recently and prior to disappearing up the
A1 he asked me if I’d help out with June’s
Newsline. I thought, having seen the
weather forecast, “If you’re going to
Scotland for a month you need all the help
you can get!” So, here I am again.

The Eagles “Hotel California” lyrics say
“You can check out, but you can never
leave”, and I thought I’d checked out after
doing Newsline for three years almost 18
months ago.

On a more serious note, Colin has decided that he will check out and leave
Newsline at the end of December, after doing an excellent job for the past 2 years.
I’m sure we all want Newsline to continue and would be delighted if someone is
willing to give it a shot - otherwise it won’t.

It takes a few hours a month, and it requires some technical skill, but it is also enjoyable and
rewarding. If you’re familiar with a computer the technical knowledge can be learnt pretty quickly,
and you will have a dedicated laptop to produce Newsline on. Colin and I would be happy to
demonstrate how to put the publication together, and to provide ongoing support when needed.

CS

NOTICE OF SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING
A Special General Meeting will be held immediately prior to our monthly meeting on July 13th
2021, in Burton Joyce Village Hall. The purpose of the meeting is to consider and vote for a
recommendation by the Committee to adopt the U3A Model Constitution in substitution of our
present Constitution. Please see Alwyn’s appeal on page 2. Both Constitutions can be viewed on
our website by clicking the following link:- https://u3asites.org.uk/burton-joyce/page/92182

Printed copies of the Constitutions can be made available on request to the Business Secretary.

https://www.facebook.com/bju3a.co.uk
https://u3asites.org.uk/burton-joyce/page/92182
https://u3asites.org.uk/burton-joyce/page/92182
https://u3asites.org.uk/burton-joyce/page/92182
https://u3asites.org.uk/burton-joyce/page/92182
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Our Constitution.

Dear Members,

I would like to ask for your help please. You will recall that at the last two Annual General
Meetings (AGM) the required quorum of 20% of members was not present, so they had to be
reconvened to a later date, which involved our Business Secretary Alan, in additional work. Our
constitution requires this meeting to take place annually, hence its name, so it must be held.

To help our members ensure the quorum is present without having to reconvene the meeting,
the committee has agreed to recommend the termination of the present Constitution and adopt
a new one based on the national U3A Model Constitution. This has to be approved by members.
Hence the committee is asking for approval at the monthly meeting on 13th July, at a Special
General Meeting (which is likely to last a short time) held immediately before the monthly
meeting begins. To achieve this, a quorum of 20% is still needed. If approved, the new
Constitution will require a quorum of 10% for future meetings. It will also make other alterations
which the committee believe will be beneficial.

However to adopt the new Constitution 20% of members must be present and vote for it. That
requires 70 members to be present.

So this is where I ask for your support, to ensure a 20% quorum of a minimum of 70 members
is present at the Special General meeting, either by Zoom or in the Village Hall (by whichever
method the meeting is held).

The principal alterations contained in the proposed new Constitution are:

●Future Special and AGMs will need a quorum of 10% of members present instead of 20%.
●Proxy voting and voting by electronic means is permitted so members can vote in future in

person at meetings, appoint a proxy to vote for them, or electronically.
●Committee members may serve for 9 years, but no-one may serve continuously in the same

position for longer than 3 years. without a gap of a minimum of one year. The exception is the
Treasurer who can serve continuously for up to 6 years.
●Clarity and greater detail (e.g. regarding reimbursement of expenses, benefits and payments,

dissolution, conflicts of interest).

Copies of both Constitutions can be seen by clicking on the link on line 5 of the Notice of the
Special General meeting on page 1. Printed copies of both are also available on request to our
Business Secretary, Alan.

I look forward to your support to ensure members vote for these proposals. If you have any
questions please contact me or any committee member.
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Chairman’s Message
Well, things are on the move with some of our activities gaining
momentum. More of our interest Groups are meeting again and the four
garden groups will meet during this month for the first time since March
last year.  Some indoor groups are meeting too. It is to be hoped that
Step 4 of the Government’s Road Map will happen on 21st June with legal
limits on social contact removed. How great it will be to hold our monthly
meetings in the Village Hall again and I look forward to seeing you there.
Already the Hall has been booked for our monthly meeting there on 13th
July. Please refer to page 3 for details.

If you are coming to the July meeting you are invited to bring with you a
friend, neighbour or relative to meetings in the Village Hall, so they can
see what our U3A is about. Please do consider this and encourage them along with you. They will
receive a warm welcome.

You will see from page 1 there is a notice of a Special General meeting to be held immediately prior
to our monthly meeting on 13th July, to consider and vote on substituting our Constitution for the
U3A Model Constitution. This will have benefits for your committee and members, particularly
helping to achieve a quorum at the Annual General Meeting. For the last two years a quorum has
not been achieved, resulting in reconvening the AGM to a later date. You will see further
information in the item I have written to members on page 2. By referring to the Notice at the foot
of page 1 you can download copies of the existing and proposed new Constitutions.  I encourage
you to read through them both. We shall need a quorum of 70 members in order to proceed with
the Special General meeting, so I encourage you to attend. The meeting is likely to take not more
than 10 to 15 minutes to deal with the business.

I look forward to seeing you at the next monthly Zoom meeting (hopefully the last for a monthly
meeting) on 8th June as detailed on page 3.

I am delighted to welcome 5 new members and look forward to meeting with them soon.

My grateful thanks go to Alan Comerie, our Mr. Dependable, for editing this Newsline, deputising
for Colin Simm who is on holiday battling the midges in Scotland.

Continue to stay safe and well, not forgetting the virus is still out there and just a reminder to carry
on with “Hands  -  Face  -  Space” and “Letting Fresh Air In”.

Membership News

We welcome 5 new members: Karen Budin, Tony Everington,
Jean Fish and Anne and Steve Swann.

We now have 342 members, and hopefully with Groups
starting up again some members that decided not to renew in
December will consider rejoining.
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Meetings Programme and Group Activities

Monthly Speaker Meetings

8 June 2021 - Paul Robbins "Great British
Eccentrics".  This is an amusing talk which
looks at some of the World's great Eccentrics
and Rogues who just happened to be British!
One of these was a Lord who spent many
hours floating in a large indoor glass water
tank writing rude letters to the Prime Minister.

Paul's Great British Eccentrics talk brought
this comment from another organisation he
spoke to. "Your talk last week was VERY well
received. One member said he had tears of
laughter running down his cheeks by the end". It was also featured in the Frost magazine after a
highly appreciated talk to Thirsk u3a. You can see the review on the following link:-
https://www.frostmagazine.com/2021/02/the-search-for-great-british-eccentrics-paul-robbins-
is-in-conversation-with-margaret-graham/

13 July 2021 - Cathy McAteer "From Russia with Love".  Cathy McAteer describes herself on Twitter
as “I'm a cello-playing, illustrating, art-loving, coffee-drinking Russophile academic & translator. I
love great escapes, colour, fashion, sparkly wit, being fit.”

She is a postdoctoral research fellow at the University of Exeter for the ERC-funded project: The
Dark Side of Translation: 20th and 21st Century Translation from Russian as a Political
Phenomenon in the UK, Ireland and the USA. Cathy holds a PhD (2018) in Russian and Translation
Studies from the University of Bristol. She has a Masters in Translation Studies (2011) and a BA
(Hons) in Russian (1996). Cathy has taught Russian-English translation for the MA Translation
Studies programme at the University of Bristol since 2013.

The talk:- A whistle-stop tour of all things Russian. Come with me on a journey, a gallop, through
key, country-forging moments in Russian history. Let me introduce you to the Russian people –
where they came from, what they have endured, who has ruled them and where they may be
heading in the 21st Century. Learn all the gory glory of Ivan the Terrible, the ambiguity of Peter the
First’s Greatness, the reality of serfdom, the slide towards revolution. Then, step out of history and
let me regale you with personal stories and experiences of life in Russia and the former Soviet
Union – superstitions, food, customs, even Cossack weddings!

https://www.frostmagazine.com/2021/02/the-search-for-great-british-eccentrics-paul-robbins-is-in-conversation-with-margaret-graham/
https://www.frostmagazine.com/2021/02/the-search-for-great-british-eccentrics-paul-robbins-is-in-conversation-with-margaret-graham/
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Groups News
This section of Newsline contains the Groups Facilitator's updates on recent changes to our Groups.
It also has reports from the Groups themselves on their activities and any changes to their normal
meeting programme. Group Information is listed alphabetically on the last three pages of Newsline,
and fuller details on individual Groups are given on the “Our Groups” page on the website:
https://u3asites.org.uk/burton-joyce/groups

Beer & Cider Tasting
Despite a few “bumps in the road” the Government’s COVID-19 Response - “Roadmap Out Of
Lockdown” document still states that we may expect a complete removal all legal limits on social
contact, before the end of June this year

With that relaxation in mind, we propose to resurrect the
BJ&D U3A Beer and Cider tasting group monthly outings,
starting on THURSDAY 15TH of JULY.

We plan to get going this year with a tour of the pubs of
Burton Joyce - The Lord Nelson, The Wheatsheaf and
The Cross Keys.

By sticking to venues in BJ, we will not be as reliant on
public transport as we have been on previous occasions.
Many of our members will able to join us on foot; or
indeed, bicycle for the more intrepid hearties...

More detailed arrangements have not been made, we
like to be "flexible" on the night, so members and
friends will be able to join or leave the group, sitting
inside or outside, as they feel comfortable. If all of us
visit some of the pubs, and some of us try all three, most of us will come across most of the others
at some point in the evening...

Of course, everything depends on the progress of the “Roadmap” but - fingers crossed - we’ll be
back out again in July.

https://u3asites.org.uk/burton-joyce/groups
https://u3asites.org.uk/burton-joyce/groups
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Book Group
The Wednesday Book group novel this month was Restless by William Boyd.
The book opens with Sally Gilmartin, an elderly widow living quietly in a rural
retreat near Evesham, giving her adult daughter Ruth a buff folder full of
papers, and telling her she is not really Sally Gilmartin but is in fact Eva
Delactorskya, who in 1939 in Paris was recruited by an English gentleman,
Lucas Romer, into a spy network working for the British Government. What a
shock to discover that about your Mum! The story tells the tale of Eva’s life as
a spy, living under many different names, and in different countries, while
evading detection by the enemy, and also becoming the lover of Lucas. The
novel also touches on the life of Eva’s daughter, Ruth. Her life also has many
challenges and intrigue.

We had a lovely Zoom discussion, each taking a turn to answer a specific question we had been
given. None of us could ever envisage ourselves in the role of Eva. But on the eve of war, life was
so fragile and different, who knows what one would do to survive.

It is by coincidence that the monthly U3A Zoom talk in May was entitled “The White Mouse”: telling
the life of Nancy Wake who during World War 2 worked for the French Resistance.
A great book: well worth reading.

Bridge
The BJu3a bridge groups meet twice a week on
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons in normal times.
We are playing currently online.

Members are taught the ACOL bridge system. The
Tuesday session is for the more advanced players
whilst the Thursday session is for beginners.

Craft
Our Craft group have been meeting by Zoom and setting  each other
challenges.

Here are some images of their work;
some mug covers to protect drinks from
insects in the garden, chicks for an Easter
hunt, a bobble cushion and crochet work.
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More Crafty content
Excellent work, by Margaret Robinson, who made a quilt, crotcheted a wreath, and also put her
mind to millinery.

Jiving for Beginners and (speaking for myself) left-footed people

I hear on the grapevine that the very popular Jiving sessions may
restart in BJ Village Hall in September. Dust off your dancin’ shoes!

International Dining
The International Dining group is scheduled to meet for its first dinner in what feels like an eternity
on Wednesday June 23rd. At present we don’t know where other than it will be a restaurant close
to the Pathfinder bus route. David Falkner has emailed group members requesting expressions of
interest, and if you would like to join the group, please send David an email or give him a call. You
will find his contact details towards the end on Newsline.

Wine Tasting
Peter and Sue Jankowski will be hosting one of
their wonderful Strawberries and Fizz evenings
on July 22nd. After the year we've all had I'm
sure we are all champing at the bit to enjoy life
again, and I can't think of many better ways.

There are a few places available so if you haven’t
already told me you wish to attend - and you’re
interested - please contact me.

Free Craft Books
Susan & Mike Groom are moving house and have discovered lots of craft books they no longer
need - several  Ross stitch pattern books, Teddy bear pattern books, a counted beadwork book
and a patchwork pattern book plus knitted toys (Jean Greenhowe) and Teddy knits. If you're
interested please contact Susan at this email address:- susanmikegroom@hotmail.co.uk
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Photography
Our theme for May’s meeting was “Water”, which produced some very creative shots like the one
from Dennis Bromiley who used two flash’s set to go off within a split second of each other either
side of a boiling kettle.

Boiling Water by Dennis Bromiley

Waterfall by Janice Lambert

Sunrise over the river by Margaret Hutchby

Reflections by Marion Clay

Rose by Keith Courtney
River Greet by Brenda Draper
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Who would have thought…?
Back in the cold of February many of us enjoyed a talk
by David Skillen on the “Industrial Heritage of Belper”. In
fact such was his enthusiasm that at least 6 members of
our U3A, decided then and there to plan a visit in their
motorhomes, thinking that, by April, the weather would
have warmed and we could wander round the sites he
referred to, soaking up the sunshine and the culture.

Thanks to the Jankowskis’ recommendation, we booked
with the Lewises on the Caravan and Motorhome club
site just outside Belper. And what a lovely peaceful spot it is. Sadly soaking up the sunshine didn’t
feature but what a fascinating place Belper is. We had done our homework and researched walking
routes which gave us the history of the Strutt family who owned the mills and the workers’
cottages, which, we were informed by a brickie doing one up, now go for a fortune. Well worth a
visit and easily do-able by train direct from Burton Joyce, we can thoroughly recommend a visit,
so thanks to Christine Shepherd for initiating our first trip away this year in our motorhome.

On a different note, I don’t know how many of you googled the Frax website that our April speaker
referred to in his talk about Osteoporosis. I did and now have a telephone appointment with my GP
booked! May’s talk about spying has so far not led me into espionage but it’s early days…………..

From our Scotland Correspondent -
A Scottish variant?
Well we've escaped Burton Joyce at last
and headed North. Very North: a long way
past Mansfield and even Sheffield. As I
write the sun is setting over the island of
Mull in front of me, and what a sunset it is.
But there is a little niggle in my head. The
radio is full of the Indian variant and I wonder - what if it's here? Or what if there is a Scottish
variant? How would I know?. Should I worry?

I have to say that actually the world up here seems pretty much the same as at home. Folk are
taking care, and life is starting to get going again. We've sat in a bar and a restaurant, been on a
bus and we're even going on a ferry. And it seems quite OK. It feels strange to be on holiday but it
doesn't seem risky and I would encourage everyone to proceed with care and start to do things
again. All the evidence seems to show that with our 2 doses done we're probably as safe as we're
going to be.

I'm being very careful not to mention I originally come from Blackburn (though I did meet a lady in
Strathyre who openly told me she was from Burnley! Shock horror!).

Thanks to Alan for editing this edition of Newsline and I can reveal that I did discover the Scottish
variant on a pub menu today. Could anyone manage a Tunnock's Sundae? That's "Homemade
Sundae with a Tunnocks Teacake on the bottom topped with tablet of ice cream, whipped cream,
chocolate sauce and Tunnocks caramel wafer" We're protected against the virus but not that! A few
of those would definitely do for you.
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Dorothy Pinkett and Elaine Bass fund raise for Nottinghamshire Hospice
In aid of the Nottinghamshire Hospice, Dorothy
sold cakes, plants and produce at her home on
Burton Joyce’s ‘Safari day’, Sunday 23rd May. On
behalf of Burton Joyce and District U3A our
Social Secretary Elaine Bass (the lovely lady
who makes those delicious cakes when we have
monthly meetings in the village hall) made 48
cupcakes for Dorothy's cake stall. Elaine helped
on the stall for a couple of hours and was
pleased to see they all went.

Dorothy said, “As many of you will have experienced, the Hospice gives amazing help to the
terminally  ill and their relatives, and has suffered enormous loss of income due to the enforced
closure of its shops due to the pandemic.” The funds raised will go some way to helping.

A Message from our PR guru
We are always keen to get input from our
members. If you have any comments on
either:-

●What we do well
●What we can do better
- please e mail them to me or give me a ring.

Email:- welcome@bju3a.co.uk
Mobile:- 07592 008962

Potential social Events
Assuming the Government’s Covid Road Map progress continues we will be looking to organise
some u3a social events in the Burton Joyce Village Hall in Autumn 2021. The two most popular
suggestions are a Fun Friendly Quiz with musical interludes and a 60’s / 70’s themed disco.

We would be keen to hear of any other suggestions for these events and offers of any help in
planning and running them. Successful events need a whole range of skills and talents to succeed
and extra input would be warmly welcomed.

Please contact Keith Bowker on 07592 008962 or email thebowkers27@gmail.com

WhatsApp
WhatsApp has changed its group settings to include “everyone” by default so people you don’t know
can add you to a group without your knowing. These people could potentially include scam
messages. However, you can change its default settings as follows:

1. Go to WhatsApp:
2. Go into Settings
3. Go to Account
4. Go to Privacy
5. Go to Groups
6. Change from (Everyone) to (My Contacts)

Technical Support
We would be very interested to hear from any
members who would be willing to provide
technical help on a regular or ad hoc basis.

This would cover our regular monthly meetings,
planned social events and Zoom type activities.
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What is Smishing?
Smishing is a scam. It doesn’t arrive by email or social
media direct message, instead choosing a route
directly aimed at what may be your most personal
device: the mobile phone. Smishing is a combination
of the words “phishing” and “SMS”, to indicate phishing
sent across your mobile network in the form of a text.
It’s been popular for a few years now. The Pandemic
combined with a rise in home deliveries has only
increased its popularity still further.

A Smishing attack is a fake message sent to mobile devices, to encourage the recipient to click a
link. The difference between Smishing and Vishing, is that Vishing is fraudulent voice messages as
opposed to text and links. Common Smish attempts focus on everyday needs or requirements. Late
payments, missed deliveries, bank notifications, fines, and urgent notices, for example. Bogus
vaccination messaging is also a common Smishing technique.

Most Smishing text messages attempt to direct victims to fake login screens, with the possibility of
asking for payment details further on. They may use URL shortening services in an attempt to
conceal overtly fake login links. Potential victims may have never seen a Smish before, and so
assume anything sent via SMS is legitimate.

Offering fake discounts on bills is a popular method of Smishing attack. The drawback here is that
these messages aren’t typically targeted. As a result, large numbers of people without the relevant
accounts will simply disregard the message. This isn’t necessarily a problem for the smisher,
however. These messages are sent in bulk, and the scammer expects a small number of responses
from casting a wide net. The combined ill-gotten gains from the people who do fall for it likely more
than makes up for initial outlay.

Late/delayed parcels are a huge prospect for Smishers. If you wanted to define Smishing, this would
be the current-day quintessential Smish attack. With so many people at home, and so many daily
purchases made online, we’re awash with cardboard. It’s very difficult to keep track of everything
coming into the house. Combining well-known delivery services with fake “delivery fee” notifications
is a recipe for Smishing success.

Can we stop these attacks? The reality of this situation is, nobody can stop Smishing 100%. However,
we can certainly take some steps to significantly reduce it:

● If it sounds too good (or too bad) to be true, it probably is. Having said that, many Smish
messages sound totally innocent and aren’t trying too hard to bribe or threaten. Don’t assume
any message from services or organisations are the real deal. If you’re being asked to do
something, the very best thing you can do is contact them directly via a known method you trust.
When it turns out to be a fake, you should be able to report it to them, there and then.

● Never click the links, and don’t enter personal information on the websites the Smisher sends
you. Avoid replying to the scam SMS too. Best case scenario, it’s not a real number and your
message bounces. Worst case, you’ve confirmed you exist and they add you to spam lists and /
or start harassing you further.

● For the time being, keep a watchful eye on those text messages and treat them with the same
suspicion you’d give to a random missive in your email inbox.



Information and News

National Events
You can find lots of interesting National events on the U3A website, such as those shown below.

To find more information about these, and others, as well as to book a place, go to:-
URL: https://u3a.org.uk/events/educational-events

https://u3a.org.uk/events/educational-events
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World Cuisine Cookery - East Africa
I am Kate (Khatoon) Noonan from Richmond upon
Thames u3a. I was born in Uganda to Indian parents. My
parents had emigrated to East Africa in the 1920s during
British rule both in India and East Africa.

I grew up under the influence of both Indian and African
culture and food. By profession, I am a clinical
biochemist with 40 years of experience in clinical
chemical pathology and research. I am not a
professional chef but growing up in a big household,
where food was central, I enjoyed the hustle and bushel in the kitchen while helping my mother.

My mother was an excellent cook not only in Indian Gujrati vegetarian and Mughlai nonveg dishes,
but she had imbibed a lot of African culture and she was clever to innovate fusion dishes using the
local ingredients. I had also spent time in a convent school, among Ugandan girls, where most of
the food served in the dining room was African in origin. There I developed a taste for native
Ugandan dishes and learnt to cook them from the African cooks in the convent kitchen.

Here is Kate’s recipe for Kuku Paka - Chicken in Coconut Sauce - a simple dish from the East
African coastal region which illustrates how African, Arab, and Indian influences meld together.

Ingredients (serves 6-8 people)

Method
Soak the chicken in plenty of water. Add ¼ cup of white vinegar and salt. Soak for at least 2 hours.
Wash it thoroughly and dry. Chicken soaked in vinegar will not break during cooking.

Blend onions, garlic, ginger, chilli paste and stalks of coriander in a blender till smooth.

Heat oil in a pan, add the blended onion mix, cumin seeds, turmeric powder, and salt. Sauté the
mixture stirring frequently for about 5-8 mins. Add the tomatoes, fry for 5 mins till soft.

Now add the chicken and cook for few minutes till light brown. Dilute one tin of coconut cream by
adding one and a half cup of water. Add it to the chicken. Potatoes and corn on the cob (if used) can
be added at this stage. Cover and cook for 12-15 mins till chicken and potatoes are cooked.

To finish off the dish add remaining coconut cream, boiled eggs, coriander and lemon juice, mix and
simmer for further 5 mins. Serve with coconut rice and fluffy white bread

1.5 kg chicken skinned and cut into pieces (or 750g
boneless and 750g chicken with bone.
2 medium onions finely chopped (250 g mix of
spring +ordinary)
3 medium hot chillies slit into halves
2 tbsp crushed ginger
1 tsp crushed garlic
½ tsp crushed green chillies
3 medium tomatoes skinned and chopped in small
pieces
1 tsp jeera seeds

1 tsp turmeric powder
11 ½ tsp salt
400 ml of diluted coconut milk made by
diluting 1 tin of coconut cream in hot water.
200 ml of concentrated coconut cream
4 potatoes peeled and cut into halves.
3 boiled eggs, peeled and halved.
3 tbsp oil.
½ bunch coriander.
Juice of 1 lemon
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Committee Members
The minutes of the latest committee meeting can be found here. At the date of publication of this
edition, the members of the Committee are:

Alwyn Foster Chairman 0115 931 2571 chairman@bju3a.co.uk

David Falkner Vice Chairman 07860 502479 vicechairman1@bju3a.co.uk

Rupert Williams Vice Chairman 0115 931 3095 vicechairman2@bju3a.co.uk

Anne Hegarty Treasurer 0115 931 2171 Treasurer@bju3a.co.uk

Alan Comerie Business Secretary 07581 456253 Secretary@bju3a.co.uk

Christine
Shepherd

Speaker Finder 07773 156813 speakers@bju3a.co.uk

Anna Moore Beacon Coordinator 07891 221840 Beacon002@bju3a.co.uk

Keith Bowker Welcomers’ Coordinator 07592 008962 welcome@bju3a.co.uk

Elaine Bass Social Secretary 0115 911 8756 socialsecretary@bju3a.co.uk

Caroline Roberts Membership Secretary 0115 931 3679 MembershipSecretary@bju3a.co.uk

Colin Simm Newsline Editor 07850 553133 bju3anewsline@outlook.com

Additional administrative contacts
Alwyn Foster Outings Support 0115 931 2571 Outings@BJU3A.co.uk
David Falkner Groups Facilitator 07860 502479 Groups@BJU3A.co.uk
Grenville Shepherd Fire & VH Keyholder 0115 9618840 grenshepherd@yahoo.co.uk
Colin Simm Website Manager 07850 553133 web_admin@bju3a.co.uk

Do you receive the Third Age Newsletter?
This monthly Newsletter is sent by email and contains news updates, details of educational events,
national events, and learning resources. Have a look at this month’s edition here. It’s very easy to
subscribe to the newsletter. Just go to www.u3a.org.uk and click on the Newsletter tab, then fill in
your email address, your name, and click on “Subscribe”.

Nottinghamshire Network of U3As
The Nottinghamshire Network of U3As was established to enable cooperation between U3As and
the provision of support across the county and also to enable the launch of new U3As to take place.
Since it began in 2009 many new U3As have been started and more are planned. There have also
been workshops held for committee members to learn from one another’s experience and
expertise and another to establish a group of mentors who are available to work with officers in
new U3As and anyone else in need of support. The Network produces a monthly newsletter, “News
Bites”, the latest edition of which can be viewed by clicking here. Full details of the
Nottinghamshire Network can be found at  http://www.nottsu3anetwork.org/

Third Age Trust Notices
Information on the items listed below will be displayed at our monthly meetings, or you can visit
the Third Age Trust website (http://www.u3a.org.uk) for further details and a wealth of other
information about U3A and its operations. Much of the information is only available in the Members
Only area. To get maximum benefit you will need to register on the Third Age Trust website and
obtain a user name and password.  Members wishing to use the Resource Centre also need to
apply for an Identification Number to borrow items.

https://u3asites.org.uk/files/b/burton-joyce/docs/2020-08minutes.pdf
mailto:chairman@bju3a.co.uk
mailto:vicechairman1@bju3a.co.uk
mailto:vicechairman2@bju3a.co.uk
mailto:Treasurer@bju3a.co.uk
mailto:Secretary@bju3a.co.uk
mailto:speakers@bju3a.co.uk
mailto:Beacon002@bju3a.co.uk
mailto:welcome@bju3a.co.uk
mailto:socialsecretary@bju3a.co.uk
mailto:MembershipSecretary@bju3a.co.uk
mailto:bju3anewsline@outlook.com
mailto:Outings@BJU3A.co.uk
mailto:Groups@BJU3A.co.uk
mailto:grenshepherd@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:web_admin@bju3a.co.uk
https://u3a.us9.list-manage.com/track/click?u=656ad5962b370cc9e2731d1ed&id=bae4eb44b7&e=d38452ed38
www.u3a.org.uk
https://u3asites.org.uk/files/b/burton-joyce/docs/newsbitesmay2021.pdf
http://www.nottsu3anetwork.org/
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Group Information
Details of Group meeting times and venues are also published on our website,
www.bju3a.co.uk/groups.html. 

. The letter (C) after a Group shows that there are sufficient members
interested in this activity for a new Group to be formed, and that a  Co-ordinator is required for the
Group. If you have a query regarding a Group, please contact that Group’s Co-ordinator, or the
Groups Facilitator, David Falkner, on 07860 502479

Group Co-ordinator Telephone Time Normal Meeting
Days

Aerobics for the Young at Heart
jskeepfit@outlook.com

TBA

Antiques & C20th Collectables 1 Jane Taylor 0115 931 2087 10:00 2nd Monday
Antiques & C20th Collectables 2 Angela Mallett 0115 9663799 10:00 4th Monday

Art Appreciation Judith Wright
Sharon Bennett

0115 931 2805
07966 039982

14:30 4th Tuesday
Sept-March

Art Expression Julie Smith  07597 330160 19:00 2nd Wednesday
Beer and Cider Tasting Rob Johnson  robjos6@ntlworld.com 19:00 3rd Thursday
Bird Watching Hil MacCallum 07803 925715 10:00 Alternate Thursdays

and Fridays

Board Games Dorothy Pinkett 0115 931 4576 14:00 1st and 3rd Thursday

Boccia (October - April) Dil Vowles 07879 425643 10:00 1st, 3rd and 5th
Thursdays

Book Club 1 Judith Wright 0115 931 2805 14:00 3rd Wednesday
Botany Karen Taylor 0115 841 9099 10:00 3rd Wednesday
Bridge 1 Dorothy Burton † 14:00 1st, 3rd, 4th Tuesday,

2nd Monday

Bridge 2 (Beginners) Dorothy Burton † 14:00 Every Thursday

Canasta 1 Colin Simm 07850 553 133 19:30 1st & 3rd
Wednesday

Canasta 3 Sally Wightman 07760 866 178 19:30 2nd & 4th
Wednesday

Chordless Choir Sue Hollings 0115 8453724 19:00 2nd Tuesday

http://www.bju3a.co.uk/groups.html
mailto:jskeepfit@outlook.com
mailto:jskeepfit@outlook.com
mailto:jskeepfit@outlook.com
mailto:jskeepfit@outlook.com
mailto:robjos6@ntlworld.com
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Group Co-ordinator Telephone Time Normal Meeting Days

Computer Buddies Alan Comerie 07581 456253 N/a As required
Country Walks Cowan Jamieson 10:30 3rd Monday
Craft & Patchwork Christine Sheath 0115 931 3260 10:00 2nd Friday
Cribbage Sally Wightman 07760 866 178 19:30 1st & 3rd Wednesday
Croquet 1 Vic Wightman 07767 752963 14:00 2nd & 4th Monday

Darts for Fun Jacqui Hudson 0115 998 5417 19:30 2nd & 4th Tuesday
Discussion Charles Bushell 0115 966 4032 14:00 Usually 1st Monday
Escape Rooms Keith Bowker 07592 008962 Varies Ad hoc

Family History Sue Clifford 0115 931 3937 14:30 3rd Tuesday
Film 4 Fun Peter Price-Horne 07791 752585 Varies Monday afternoons
French 1 Sue Clifford 0115 931 3937 10:00 Every Friday
French 2 (Beginners) Sarah Hervey 07950 556 201 10:00 Every Thursday
French 3 Christine Foster 0115 931 2571 10:15 1st and 3rd Friday
Garden Group 1 Gardening1@bju3a.co.uk 10:00 1st Wednesday
Garden Group 2 Alwyn Foster 0115 931 2571 10:00 1st Monday
Garden Group 3 Christine Shepherd 0115 961 8840 14:00  4th Wednesday
Garden Group 4 Alwyn Foster 0115 931 2571 10:00 4th Tuesday

Guitar 1 Tony Kirk 0115 961 4587 Varies Variable
Hikers Paul Geeson 07969 068214 10:00 2nd Wednesday
History 1 Viv Bushell 0115 966 4032 10:30 2nd Monday
History 2 Jean Lewis 0115 911 9166 14:00 1st Tuesday
Information Exchange Maggie Gaborak 0115 998 5798 N/A N/A
International Dinner David Falkner 07860 502479 18:45 Various
Italian Intermediates Mary Simm 0115 841 3605 14:30 Every Friday
Jiving for Beginners Dil Vowles/Jane

Taylor
0115 931 2300
0115 931 2087

18:30 1st and 4th Thursdays

Kurling Paul Geeson 07969 068214 10:00 2nd & 4th Thursday
Luncheon Group Margaret Robinson 0115 9663793 12:30 4th Tuesday
Mah-Jong Sandra Giles 0115 966 5144 10:30 1st & 3rd Wednesday
Meditation Tricia Blanco-White 0115 9663563 14:30 Last Monday
Petanque 1 (Apr - Sept) Roz Tuffrey 0115 931 2754 10:00 1st & 3rd Monday
Petanque 2 (Apr - Sept) Dil Vowles 0115 931 2300 13:30 Every Friday
Petanque 3 (Apr - Sept) TBA 13:30 2nd and 4th Monday
Petanque Winter (Oct - Mar) Dil Vowles 0115 931 2300 13:30 Every Friday
Photography Margaret Hutchby

/Brenda Draper
photography@bj

u3a.co.uk
14:00 3rd Wednesday & 1 ad hoc/month

Photography for Fun Bob Clifford 0115 931 3937 10:00 1st Thursday
Ramblers 1 Keith Bowker 07592 008962 10:00 Last Wednesday
Ramblers 2 Paul Geeson 07969 068214 10:00 3rd Wednesday

mailto:Gardening1@bju3a.co.uk
mailto:Gardening1@bju3a.co.uk
mailto:photography@bju3a.co.uk
mailto:photography@bju3a.co.uk
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Group Co-ordinator Telephone Time Normal Meeting Days

Ramblers - Plus Keith Bowker 07592 008 962 TBC 1st Wednesday
Spanish 1 Paul Beard 0115 931 3601 10:00 Tuesday - Fortnightly

Spanish 2 Mike Chapman 0115 965 2489 10:30 2nd and 4th Thursday

Spanish 3 Groups@bju3a.co.uk

Speed Walking Caroline Roberts 0115 931 3679 09:00 Every Tuesday

Sunday Lunch 2 TBA 0115 91 13169 12:30 4th Sunday

Sunday Lunch 3 Jacqui Hudson 07775 450 497 13:00 1st Sunday

Table Tennis 1 Tony Simpson 0115 845 8142 10:00 Every Monday

Table Tennis 2 tabletennis2@bju3a.co.uk 19:00 1st & 3rd Tuesday

Table Tennis 3 (C) Groups@bju3a.co.uk

Theatre 1 Christine Smith 0115 952 6559 10:30 1st Friday

Theatre 2 Brenda Chapman 0115 9652489 Usually Wednesdays but may vary

Theatre Group 3 Sign-up sheet available at monthly meetings

Ukulele Keith Stafford 0115 931 2657 14:30 1st & 3rd Wednesday

University Interest Trevor Wright 0115 931 2805 Ad hoc

Walking Football Greg Russell 7764241626 Play currently suspended

Water Colour Painting Yvonne Kirk 0115 961 4587 9:30 1st & 3rd Wednesday

Walking membershipsecretary@bju3a.co.uk 1st and 3rd Fridays
Wine Tasting Alan Comerie 07581 456253 19:00 Usually 4th Thursday but may vary

Notes:
†  Please contact via David Falkner on 07860 502479.
(C) Indicates a Group formed from members on the waiting list for an existing Group with the same interest.

The Group needs  a volunteer to become the Co-ordinator for the Group so that it can then start to meet.
(S)  Meetings normally take place during the late Spring, Summer and early Autumn months. Contact the

Group's Co-ordinator for more details.
(T) Temporary or time limited Group, which anticipates holding a set number of meetings and then dissolve.

The Co-ordinator for the Group concerned, or our groups Facilitator, can provide more information, or see
the sign-up sheet for the particular Group.

(W) Meetings normally take place during the late Autumn, Winter, and early Spring months. Contact the
Group's Co-ordinator for more details.

If any of the above information is incomplete, incorrect, or out of date for your Group, please e-mail
the correction to David Falkner at Groups@BJU3A.co.uk, and copy bju3anewsline@outlook.com.

mailto:Groups@bju3a.co.uk
mailto:tabletennis2@bju3a.co.uk
mailto:tabletennis2@bju3a.co.uk
mailto:Groups@bju3a.co.uk
mailto:membershipsecretary@bju3a.co.uk
mailto:Groups@BJU3A.co.uk
mailto:bju3anewsline@outlook.com

